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T1V ThinkHub and ThinkHub MultiSite BYOD collaboration
software to be showcased at ISE 2018
T1V’s ThinkHub and ThinkHub MultiSite visual collaboration software will be exhibited at
Integrated Systems Europe 2018.
T1V ThinkHub and ThinkHub MultiSite technology will be on display at Integrated Systems Europe at the
RAI Amsterdam - The Netherlands, from February 6-9, 2018. Integrated Systems Europe is the world’s
largest AV systems integration show, featuring the latest cutting-edge technology, products and solutions
being produced for both channel and end-user professionals.
ThinkHub is a visual collaboration solution that consolidates all the moving pieces of teamwork: the
devices, applications, people, ideas, and content. ThinkHub is a software-based solution used for
brainstorming and ideation sessions, strategic planning, data visualization, presentation creation and
delivery, prototyping, interactive videoconferencing, and remote collaboration and working sessions. All
ThinkHub sessions can be saved and resumed at a later date for seamless meeting-to-meeting progress.
ThinkHub VC supports videoconferencing integrations with software codecs including Skype For
Business, WebEx, and Zoom, with more to come.
ThinkHub MultiSite extends ThinkHub beyond one room to up to ten connected locations, offering
real-time, room-to-room collaboration. Organizations can share content and sessions across facilities,
while supporting real-time connectivity and teamwork regardless of physical location.
ThinkHub is display and device platform agnostic - meaning it can support all of the different tools already
being used and deployed in workspaces and educational environments today. AirConnect is the mobile
device software that enables this level of connectivity, which actively supports all Apple macOS, iOS,
Android, Windows and Linux devices.
As part of its latest feature release, and to further enable remote collaboration and participation,
AirConnect Files™ gives users the ability to exchange files between individual devices and the ThinkHub
Canvas. Users can share files to and download files from the interactive Canvas with their AirConnect
App. Similarly, users can download any media file from the Canvas to their device - making the exchange
of files between team members and remote participants more seamless than ever. AirConnect Files
retains the original media file size and resolution, and is currently available for all Mac and Windows
devices.
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Furthermore, AirConnect Access™ provides remote participants the same ThinkHub controls they would
experience if they were in-room. Under the AirConnect Access feature set, participants can view, control,
and virtually point in the digital Canvas. Also within AirConnect Access controls, users can download the
entire Canvas as a PDF.
T1V and VUCANVAS (T1V’s distributor for the UK and Europe) invite you to experience ThinkHub
and ThinkHub MultiSite for in-person demos at Integrated Systems Europe, booths NR 10K170
(Philips) and 12-H80.
About T1V
T1V is a visual collaboration software company specializing in multitouch, multiuser applications for
enterprise, education, and active learning. The company’s collaboration software features BYOD (bring
your own device) technology, designed to support the many devices, programs and platforms of today’s
workforce.
T1V’s suite of collaboration software represents total meeting room solutions that are replacing much of
the hardware we equate meeting room technology with today.
To learn more, visit t1v.com
About VuCanvas
VUCANVAS is a specialist distributor of interactive collaboration technology.
With over 50 years collective experience across both the commercial and public sectors, we understand
the demand for versatile, fully integrated communications.
We supply resellers and integrators with the latest collaboration solutions that break down barriers,
improve productivity, and transform the global workplace.
VUCANVAS | making work better
To learn more, visit VUCANVAS.com
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